
“dükkan”

Features

interviews: 
in which there will be two interviews. one of 
them  is going to be with  a music band, “juke-
box”, it will mention the history of group, their 
music style and also where they shop, what 
kind of outfit they wear and so on...and there 
will be a second interview  with a designer and 
will focus on accessory design.

article - “an economic outfit”: 
this will be an article that consists of some 
designers tips for more economic outfits. How 
to turn your old stuff into a brand new outfit, 
how to paint, cut and paste, or juxtapose your 
old clothes and easily show up with new ones 
without laying out money.

the Name : “dükkan”

the reason this magazine is called “dükkan” is 
that Bit Pazarı is a small shop that is selling 
second hand, hand made, and one piece design 
stuff and located in Beyoğlu, so that the name 
“dükkan” is reminding the audince a nastalgic 
sense.

The magazine “dükkan”, which Bit Pazarı 
second hand and one piece design shop will 
publish in every quarter, will include both high-
lighted features which happens only once, on a 
particular issue, and also other departments 
that happen in every season.

Departments:

lifestyle: (kara borsa) 
this department will include places to go, and 
book/film/album reviews; also events of the 
season which wll guide the reader to see what 
happens in which location (like nightlife, food, 
art, galleries, concerts.. )

travel: (kaşif) 
there will be a specific place in each season. 
and the mag will show the palce to go, see, eat 
and so on. also it will briefly mention the 
second hand shops in that place.

fashion: (vitrin)
new trends,  shopping tips, quizzes...

decoration: (eskici)
it will include interior architecture and places 
where people can buy godd second hand stuff 
and man-made docation lements..

customer products: (akşam pazarı)
the most popular, the most sold products of 
this season which come form the customers 
will show up int he mag as well.


